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Abstract
In almost one century long history, political attitudes modeling research has accumulated a critical mass of theory and method. Its characteristics and particularities have often suggested that political attitude approach to political persuasion modeling reveals a strong theoretical autonomy of concept which entitles it to become a new separate discipline of research. Though this did not actually happen, political attitudes modeling research has remained the most challenging area – the “tiger” – of political culture modeling research. This paper reviews the research literature on the conceptual, computational and simulation modeling of political attitudes developed starting with the beginning of the 20th century until the present times. Several computational and simulation modeling paradigms have provided support to political attitudes modeling research. These paradigms and the shift from one to another are briefly presented for a period of time of almost one century. The dominant paradigmatic views are those inspired by the Newtonian mechanics, and those based on the principle of methodological individualism and the emergence of macro phenomena from the individual interactions at the micro level of a society. This period of time is divided in eight ages covering the history of ideas in a wide range of political domains, going from political attitudes to polity modeling. Internal and external pressures for paradigmatic change are briefly explained.
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Introduction

There are quite few paradigms which have shaped the development of computational and simulation modeling of political attitudes. The classic model-invariant paradigm which makes intensive use of empirical data in order to identify patterns of meaningful regularities has been the dominating modeling paradigm in Social and Political Analysis as well as in Social and Political Psychology for almost one century.

Inspired by Forrester’s idea of forecasting the performances of real systems by simulating them with artificial systems, Social Psychology experimental research has introduced the idea of simulation of social and political phenomena as predictions of social processes. This paradigm has been further adapted so that computer simulations could be used.

Many modeling paradigms have been in some way or another influenced by a mechanical view on society and interaction: force, mass, acceleration and space have been the most usual concepts used in defining social influence, and in modeling the dynamics of change. Social influence theories as inspired from the force field theories in Physics are still dominating the Social Psychology and Political Science experimental research. The mechanical model of force and motion has found in the modeling of behavior and attitudes, as well as in the modeling of social action, the most fertile terrain: attitudes, beliefs, and ideologies have been approached in this modeling paradigm. Social and political communication research, as well as the public opinion dynamics research has offered strong support to the ideas of the mechanics of message communication, information, and social impact.

The mechanical paradigm has been replaced by the cognitive paradigm: from congruence theory and consistency-based modeling theories of political attitude change to hot cognition and the combinations of semantic networks, neural networks and social network. Logic and semantics have been replaced by different ways of constructing and manipulating the meaning of memory-stored attitudes and beliefs. One such example is represented by Axelrod’s simulation solution which uses similarity-based interaction, where the similarity is achieved by identifying the attributes shared by two or more agents (Axelrod, 1997).

However, the mechanical view on political attitude change showed that what we actually model is the strength and intensity of individual reactions to social and political stimuli. The use of semantic networks and neural networks in achieving political attitude change, like for example in the hot cognition hypothesis, are too large and become intractable when used for representation of real situations (Kim, 2009). The mechanical view has employed so far the principle of composition-decomposition, and concepts like hierarchy and structure, which make reference to the Aristotelian notions of taxonomies, empirical observation or motion.

In political attitude change, as well as in political culture change, the mechanical view becomes inapplicable due to multiple agents, and complexity of social interaction. Moreover, in social context, when there are many interacting individual agents, the problem of meaning and logical consistency makes representation based on semantic networks almost intractable.

Political attitudes, in particular, and political culture in general, assume a space which has not the same metric as the physical space. Mechanics of force is not equivalent and not even similar with the social influence or with the persuasive effect of human communication.

The necessity of approaching attitude change modeling in a new paradigm arose from the necessity to describe political attitude in terms of what is actually changed: meaning?, symbol?, affect?, value?, belief? , or perhaps all of them at once...

Traced back to the conceptual definition of attitude (Allport, 1935), the attitude modeling reveals the necessity of a new modeling approach on how attitude formation and change are operationalized.
Political attitudes modeling research has supported the burden of the computational and simulation views: more than the other elements included in Converse’s definition of political culture – beliefs, and values – the political attitude change theories have provided the means to carry out and, eventually, fulfill the expectations with regard to the explanatory achievements of various modeling paradigms. Taking advantage from similar or complementary aspects with either public opinion dynamics or culture drift modeling research, political attitude change research has been by far the most accessible area to theoretical and experimental modeling attempts, and also the area which has best assimilated the computational and the simulation modeling methodologies and technologies. For this reason, it is hereby considered as a reference for the entire research area of political culture in what regards the computational and simulation modeling paradigms. Right now there are very few models in which political culture modeling could cover simultaneously political belief (ideology), value, and political attitude issues. Instead, there are many separate modeling approaches for political attitudes or political ideologies, without any practical chance of unifying them into integrate models. Moreover, existing computational and simulation modeling of the emergence of political attitude phenomena, which are usually achieved by agent-based simulation modeling of the individual interactions in artificial societies, cannot explain how these macro phenomena would reach back the individual agent and influence her behavior and action decision-making.

For these reasons and several others especially concerning the internal and external pressures toward changes in the modeling paradigms, the political attitude modeling paradigms are presented in a historical ordering, emphasizing also the experiences shared by political culture modeling research. Though far behind the advances noticed in political attitude modeling, political culture could nevertheless extend the lessons learned from the political attitude and ideology modeling with the explicit goal of identifying the means and the targets in a potential paradigmatic shift toward complexity integrative modeling paradigms of political beliefs, attitudes and behaviors. This exercise could reveal the critical mass of modeling expertise which has been accumulated in various niche areas of political culture modeling, like the computational and simulation-based modeling of values and value change, political attitude change, and political beliefs (ideology) change. Moreover, it would appropriately inform the areas of policy and polity modeling, which right now could hardly cope with the complexity of their own issues.

This paper presents a brief overview of the computational and simulation modeling paradigms and the main paradigmatic changes in political attitudes modeling research.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 provides a short analysis of the main paradigms which have dominated the computational and simulation modeling of political attitudes. They divide in two main classes: top-down (causal) models, and bottom-up (emergence) models. Section 2 provides a brief history of the periods of time characterized by a particular dominant modeling paradigm. Areas of political attitudes modeling, in particular, and political culture modeling, in general, are presented in a structured view which is both chronologic and conceptual. Thus, from a historical perspective, the political attitudes modeling research has known eight major phases of development from early 1940s until the present times. From a conceptual perspective, the history is combined with major conceptual modeling approaches like: political attitudes in electoral studies, political culture, political ideology, and integrative models. Section 3 introduces a view on the internal and external pressures toward a paradigmatic change, while in Section 4 some research questions arise.
1. From Representation-Based to Interaction-Based Modeling

There are several levels of reviewing the modeling paradigms in political attitude change research. One interesting level is a comparative view between representation-based and interaction-based artificial systems. It defines the type of modeling approach as either top-down (causal) or bottom-up (emergence).

In the classic modeling paradigm of Artificial Intelligence theories, individual agents are represented as memory-based agents able to learn and store concepts and data, to take action decisions, develop behaviors, schedule and achieve goals (Newell, 1994). Representation-based paradigms have guided modeling research towards technologies of combining the requirements concerning the number of agents (multiple agents) with those concerning their cognitive abilities (learn and make action choices).

In the modeling paradigm of Artificial Life theories, individual agents are units of combined data acquisition (like communication and information processing), and procedural abilities (interaction). Interaction between any two agents is a process with dynamic outcomes. Agent-based systems (ABS) combine a principle of interaction, like the methodological individualism, with the operational specification of such agents. Agent-Based Models (ABM) are able to explain how macro-level phenomena emerge from the individual interactions at micro-level.

Both paradigms and their associated computational and/or simulation technologies have been employed in political attitude change modeling research. After almost eighty years of research experience achieved in both experimental, and computational and simulation modeling approaches, the limits of both paradigms could be identified and this might be a sign that new requirements are or have been already formulated so as a paradigmatic shift is ongoing. Another sign is that a critical mass of concept, theory and experimental outcomes have accumulated in the area providing for a qualitative change of the method and expectations in what regards the explanatory means and power of political attitude change models.

One advantage of the agent-based models is their ability to explain the emergence of macro attitude phenomena by means of simulating the individual interactions among multiple goal-driven autonomous individual agents. One severe limitation of the interaction-based paradigm concerns its inability to explain how emergent phenomena at the macro level could reach back the individual agent and influence her beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors (Voinea, 2013).

Both paradigms – representation-based as well as interaction-based – have provided only limited support for coping with the overall integrative modeling goals and also with the complexity of managing the relationships between political attitudes, beliefs and values in each individual agent. Following the general criterion of interaction modeling, the modeling approaches on social attitude change, political attitude change and political culture change could be differentiated by roughly identifying their levels of complexity:

In social attitude change modeling, the basic interaction is operationally modeled as communication (i.e., exchange of messages between agents) and behavior accessibility. In political attitude change modeling, the basic interaction is operationally modeled as political communication and political belief (ideology) storage, accessibility and update. In political culture change modeling, the basic interaction is operationally modeled as political communication, political belief management, political behavior development and maintenance, and the management of cultural heritage, which includes value dynamics and value management. The value level of interaction concerns the initial conditions for the other types of interactions to take place. While social context links action to information, political context links action to information and belief, and finally cultural context links action to information, belief and value. Interaction dynamics as well as the outcomes of interaction depends on the inner and outer context, as well as on the cultural context. Value management means the processes which manage the values, their impact on the other contexts (Schwartz, 1992, 2006). Value may get updated so that attachment to a value could be
revisited by each individual agent, hence beliefs, actions, emotions, and attitudes, would temporarily change. However, attachment to a value could be hardly reversible or irreversible (Rokeach, 1968).

One could easily note an increasing level of complexity from social attitude change to political culture change modeling in terms of basic interactions.

Over the years, political attitude change modeling has revealed several other advantages and limitations of existing modeling methodologies and technologies. They are divided in narrow modeling areas, which again is a sign that political attitudes as well as political culture complexity is actually overwhelming the real capacity of the existing models to cope with this complexity.

2. Conceptual Backgrounds

Conceptual research on social attitudes starts by the end of the nineteenth century with the original theoretical considerations in the philosophy of mind, psychology, and sociology domains. Born at the beginning of the twentieth century at the interdisciplinary border between psychology, and sociology with strong influences from the brain and neural sciences and from the philosophy of mind, Social Psychology has the “attitude” as its fundamental concept, being often called the science about attitudes. Only later, when the discipline of Political Psychology has been founded by Howard Lasswell, the original concept of social attitude has been extended so as to cover the particular attitudinal issues defined and approached in political science research. Though initially dominated by the Freudian paradigm and also by a moral view, Political Psychology has soon embraced different views and different paradigms like Social Psychology and other social and political sciences did after the cognitive revolution. Like the research on social attitudes in Social Psychology, political attitudes research has been initially oriented toward definitional and measurement tasks. Starting with the classic work developed by the Michigan Group under the direction of Angus Campbell as well as with the Philip Converse’s work on political culture in the early 1960s, political attitudes have become the preferred target of political behavior, political beliefs (ideology), and political culture modeling studies.

Strongly influenced and closely tied to Social Psychology, the development of the political attitude research area has been divided in this paper into periods of time which are characterized by a dominant modeling paradigm. Cumulating influences from the research in public opinion dynamics or group dynamics, political attitudes modeling research has often adopted the same paradigms and developed or applied similar modeling approaches. The paradigm change from one age to another has often been tied to the paradigmatic shifts toward complexity which emerged in Social Psychology.

However, its characteristics and particularities have often suggested that political attitude change approaches to political persuasion modeling reveal a strong theoretical autonomy of concept which entitles it to become a new separate discipline of research (Mutz, Sniderman and Brody, 1996). Though this did not actually happen, political attitudes modeling research has remained the most challenging area – the “tiger” – of political culture modeling research, in particular, and of political science, in general.

2.1 (Mid’1800s-1900s) Attitude Concept

By the end of the nineteenth century, some remarkable works in the philosophy of mind approaching the mind-body problem include early conceptual considerations about a new notion: the attitude (Spencer, 1867: p.4; Giddings, 1896; Wundt, 1902; James, 1918: p.241). The conceptual modifications and clarifications of the social and political attitude definitions at the beginning of the 20th century mirror the theoretical influences coming from Social Psychology, Political Psychology, and Political science. Over
more than one century the different chronological phases have often marked deep transformation of the initial collection of concept definitions by underlying the paradigm shift from one period of time to the next. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Gordon W. Allport (1935) succeeds to synthesize the social attitude research literature, and acquires a large agreement of the research community for his definition of social attitudes. Almost in the same time, Howard Lasswell (1927, 1936) writes about political attitudes.

2.2 (1940s-1950s) Empirical Modeling of Political Attitudes

From the mid’ 1940s until the late 1950s, Columbia Model was the dominating model aimed at evaluating the role of social context (small worlds paradigm) in shaping and changing political attitudes. A decade later, the Michigan Model provides the dominant paradigm in the experimental research emphasizing and the role of political ideology in political attitude and voting choice modeling.

2.3 (1950s-1960s) Political Attitudes Modeling in Presidential Elections Studies

In spite of relevant advances in attitude theory as approached by Social Psychology, much of the political attitude research developed before the mid’1960s remained, however, anchored in the definitional and measurement approaches. As initiated in the same period, the experimental studies based on empirical and survey research integrate quite fast the nascent computer technologies. For a while, empirical modeling approaches are closely followed by computer-based models which do not go far from classic empirical data analysis. However, the potential force of computational modeling has been soon revealed even by the early computational technologies. The major argument in favor of the new computing technology was that it allows mathematical and computational methods get integrated in modeling approaches.

2.3.1 First Computer Models of Political Attitude and Voting Choice

The initial computer-based approaches are aimed at evaluating attitude formation and change phenomena in large electorates. William N. McPhee among the first to realize this huge potential for the political attitude modeling research,

The Voting Choice Computer Model elaborated by William McPhee and collaborators starting with the late 1940s and published much later, during the 1960s, is considered to be the first computational model of attitude change. The Community Referendum Model (Abelson and Bernstein, 1964) has been elaborated almost in the same time and is considered as an early model of simulation which has inspired the agent-based modeling and Social Simulation research. Based on the concepts and theories developed by Paul Lazarsfeld and his collaborators (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet, 1944), William McPhee elaborated the theoretical basis and the operational concept of a voting choice simulation model (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee, 1954), which he employed in the analysis and evaluation of the presidential elections' unfolding, and moreover, in the prediction of the turnouts. Later on, together with Robert B. Smith and Jack Ferguson, McPhee worked out the operational version of the model, and formalized and described the model in technical details, which have been published in latter works (Smith, 1985; McPhee and Smith, 1962; McPhee and Ferguson, 1963). As the author makes it explicit, the model's idea is the influence of the social context on the individual’s voting choice.

The role played by the social context in the individual electoral behavior is studied along with two other factors: perceptual stimuli, and internal predispositions (McPhee with Smith and Ferguson, 1963: p.75). What McPhee aims to prove with this model is a view which reinforces the idea of behavioral revolution in political science which started with the Columbia School: social context is conditioning the political behavior learning in ways which can be modeled in a Skinnerian key.
However, the most relevant achievement of McPhee’s model does not reside in the behaviorist scheme of action and learning, but, surprisingly, in overrunning this limits toward achieving an interesting dynamics of attitude change in an operational construction which was essentially based on processes and mechanisms: a three-processes main loop which was meant to simulate the flow of influence from the (external) stimuli to the final choice of voting.

William McPhee and James Coleman initiate and develop for the first time a project (1958) on the potential relationships between micro-level individual voting preferences and the macro-level outcomes of elections. They foresee the possibility to explain the emergence of political phenomena in mass publics by taking into consideration micro-level individual voting preferences and interactions, on the one hand, and the outcomes of electoral processes as mirrored at the aggregate data level, on the other hand.

### 2.3.2 Computer Simulation Models of Communication Campaigns Impact on Individual Preferences

The Community Referendum Model (Abelson and Bernstein, 1964) simulates how citizens’ attitudes change as a result of the campaign communication in a community referendum. This artificial construction consists in a “miniature” dynamic system which is implemented as a symbolic replication of a real electoral media campaign.

### 2.4 (1960s-1970s) Empirical Modeling of Political Culture

Converse’s empirical model (1964) of political attitude instability and political culture dominates the political science experimental research from the 1960s to the 1970s. The basic idea is that political culture could be conceptually and operationally modeled by identifying patterns of political attitudes, political beliefs (ideology), and behavior (voting choice) and their causal associations in aggregate data obtained from survey research. Along with another famous political culture modeling approach elaborated by Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba (1963) remain influential in political culture modeling for providing a causal paradigm of research. Converse’s model explains political attitude instability by weak educational and ideology backgrounds in citizens’ electoral preferences. Though contradicted much later by Achen’s model on the political attitude stability (1975) as the final outcome of the measurement process of subjectively perceived electoral issues, and also by Zaller’s model (1992), Converse’s model remains the dominant model in political culture modeling for its strong idea of explaining voting behavior by causally combined patterns of political beliefs and attitudes in survey data (Converse, 2006). Its influence is determinant also for the first empirical polity model (Erikson, Mackuen and Stimson, 2002), thus creating a new dimension of research.

Revisiting the classic political culture theory after the major political regime change phenomena in the Eastern Europe, William Mishler and Detleef Pollack (2003) introduce the idea of combining thick and thin culture concepts in a continuum. Though qualitatively it is the most relevant concept in the culture modeling studies during the past century, their model unfortunately fails to provide for an operational theory able to sustain the new concept.

### 2.5 Newtonian Mechanics-Based Modeling of Political Attitudes

#### 2.5.1 System Dynamics Modeling Paradigm

System Dynamics (SD) is the first computational and simulation modeling paradigm used in the political attitude modeling research. It provides for the modeling of dynamic change in system’s structure and behavior. This type of attitude change modeling research has been founded by John E. Hunter who elaborated mathematical models of attitude change. His attitude change models resemble the models of
Newtonian dynamics of objects which are put in motion by forces. Hunter and his collaborators have developed and/or contributed to the refinement of the basic operational models in attitude change modeling: Proportional Change Model, Belief Certainty Model, and Accumulated Information Model (Hunter, Danes and Cohen, 1984; Hunter, Levine and Sayers, 1976; Levine, Hunter and Sayers, 1972).

Hunter’s work in attitude change modeling research provided for the foundation of Galileo Model (Woelfel and Saltiel, 1978) a theory about attitude change modeling in multidimensional cognitive spaces. Galileo model uses a cognitive theory to approach attitude change as an effect of the changings in the relationships between the concepts in a cognitive space.

### 2.5.2 Multidimensional Attitude Change Models

The idea of using a mathematical model in psychology to handle the mental representations of experience has been used by Joseph Woelfel and John Saltiel to elaborate the Galileo Model (1978). They employ the notion of “force” from the Newtonian mechanics to conceive and measure the change in attitudes as induced through (persuasive) message communication.

The Galileo Model has got a special relevance for the idea of representing the experience and for the possibility of modeling the change in attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors altogether at both individual and social level. Riemannian cognitive multidimensional spaces are defined and used in order to describe and operate the multidimensional attitude change. Galileo framework includes several classes of spatial models: spatial-linkage models, hierarchical models, and the multidimensional attitude change models.

### 2.6 (1970s - 1980s) Force Field Modeling

The Social Force Field Models have appeared and developed in a time dominated by the revolutionary effects of the theory about social force field (Lewin, 1951).


Bibb Latané has formulated the social impact as a formal (mathematical) model of social influence defined as any influence on any of those attributes of an individual person which are, at least partly, socially determined. Social impact is modeled as a direct proportionality between the magnitude of the impact and a multiplicative function of the strength, S, (the persuasive power of the others), immediacy, I, (closeness in physical space terms), and number of others, N, when the source of influence is the group, and the target of influence is the individual. When the individual is the source, and the group is the target of influence, the social impact is modeled as an inverse proportionality between the magnitude of the impact and the multiplicative function f described above.

In the static version, Social Impact Theory makes explicit the dependence of the social impact on the number factor only, and identifies the function f to be a power function, whose characteristics make it able to describe the marginal decreasing effect of an increasing number of others. As the other factors, S (strength) and I (immediacy) are kept constant the initial version is considered a static theory. As a metatheory, the Social Impact Theory shows how the operation of social influence processes at the individual level are moderated by factors involving (a) spatiality and geometry of the social space, (b) group size, and (c) political attitude’s strength. Its implications are manifolded. It is aimed at predicting group-level phenomena by studying the individual response to group pressure. It introduces the concept of physical space in the modeling of political attitude change phenomena, with implications on the ideology and political geography research. It is aimed at studying the phenomenological connections between the micro and the macro level of a social system in scenarios of social influence (persuasion, social pressure).
2.7 (Since early 1990s) Bottom-Up Simulation and Its Impact on Political Attitudes Modeling

During the 1990s, the “would-be worlds” paradigm, as introduced and explained by John Casti (1996), revealed the importance of bottom-up modeling, which finally comes to dominate the political science research picture with the artificial agents-based systems and the artificial society models (Epstein and Axtell, 1996; Axelrod, 1997; Gilbert, 1995).

This shift could not diminish, however, the ever-growing interest in political cognition modeling research: motivated reasoning and hot-cognition paradigms have combined into integrated modeling approaches on political belief and attitude formation and change (Kim, Lodge and Taber, 2009; Thagard, 2010). These major developments stimulated the integrative modeling approaches as they required a shift of focus towards modalities of representation, on the one hand, and modalities of complexity simulation, on the other hand. While initially aimed at modeling human mind and thought processes in the formation and change of attitudes, it has surprisingly stimulated the social networking research and the complexity and emergence of macro political phenomena modeling which is now dominated by the artificial polity models.

2.7.1 Culture Dissemination Model

Though not directly addressing the issue of political attitude change, Axelrod’s Model of Culture Dissemination (1997) is the most influential model in the area of computational and simulation modeling of social interaction. It models the social influence, culture emergence and dissemination phenomena with direct applicability to (political) attitude change. In the theory underlying the Culture Dissemination Model, Axelrod uses the term “thought experience” which has become a classic reference in the modeling based on virtual social and political experiments in artificial social systems. The model is considered to have laid the basics of agent-based simulations of social systems with multiple interacting autonomous agents. It is also considered a basic reference in Social Simulation research.

2.7.2 Diversity Survival Model

Robert Huckfeldt, Paul Johnson and John Sprague’s Model of Diversity Survival is based on agent-based simulations and implements a constructivist (bottom-up) modeling approach to political persuasion in networks of interpersonal relations which employs an interaction mechanism based on methodological individualism.

2.7.3 Political Contagion Model

The Political Contagion Model developed by Johnson (1999) combines two theoretical approaches. One concerns the opinion formation and change during or across the election campaigns. The other one is the collective action and its emergence: political opinion and attitude change by discussions with peers in networks of interpersonal relations (dyadic networks) developed together with Huckfeldt (1995).

2.7.4 JQP Model

The Computational Model of Citizen (Kim, Taber and Lodge, 2010) uses JQP (Kim, Lodge and Taber, 2009, 2010) as a model of the common citizen exposed to electoral information: the citizen actor processes the political information in order to form evaluations of the presidential candidates. The experiments have been elaborated on the data concerning the American 2000 Presidential Elections. The model includes the most recent advances in the computational modeling of political attitudes and political behavior, political information processing and political cognition. The model covers most debated issues like the conscious and unconscious processes underlying political cognition. During the past two decades, the Stony Brook
School has developed researches on computational and agent-based modeling and simulations of the individual citizen and voter, political deliberation, and the emotional phenomenology underlying individual's evaluation of political candidates and policies. The model aims to explain how both unconscious thinking and motivated reasoning underlie the processes of formation and change of political attitudes and behaviors of common citizens.

The model is a remarkable theoretical work on the issues of implicit attitudes, automated and deliberate activation of attitudes, conscious and unconscious thinking, which have combined into a new perspective over political psychology, in general, and political attitudes, in particular. The JQP Model is based on a theory of political information processing. The theory concerns the cognitive theories of mind (Anderson et al., 2004). The two models of political information processing are: the on-line model (Lodge, Steenbergen and Brau, 1995) and the memory-based model (Zaller, 1992; Zaller and Feldman, 1992; Tourangeau, Rips, and Rasinski, 2000).

2.7.5 Political Attitude Strength and Stability Modeling
The attributes of attitude have been used to explain and predict behavior. Two main attributes have been studied: strength and stability.

PASS Model (Kottonau and Pahl-Wostl, 2004) is a computational and simulation model of political attitude change which combines several major modeling approaches on political attitudes, political cognition, and political information processing with a sophisticated procedure of revising attitude strength's measurable attributes.

2.7.6 Computational and Simulation Modeling of Ideology
The computational and simulation modeling methodologies and technologies involved in ideology modeling include multidimensional cognitive spaces, agent-based systems, and complex systems based on embedded neural and social networks. Each type of model emphasizes a different type of approach to ideology as both definition and modeling paradigm. Multidimensional spatial model of ideology (Serota et al., 1975, 1976) is a computational model which explains ideology change as an attitude change process in a multidimensional cognitive space. Ideology Polarization Model (Baldassari and Bearman, 2007) is an agent-based model of ideology polarization in networks of personal interrelations of individual agents. Clustered Ideological Landscapes Model (Lorenz, 2014) is an agent-based model which makes a comparison between empirical and generated data and evaluates the generative power of the latter by analyzing the qualitative aspects of emergent patterns of data. Complex System Model (Homer-Dixon et al., 2013) is an integrative cognitive model of ideology formation and change based on complex systems of embedded neural and social networks.

The ideological polarization model (Baldassari and Bearman, 2007) is a model of political influence which views ideology as a structure of attitudes toward political objects. The model includes the mathematical (formal) component which defines the conceptual framework, the computational component which defines the agent-based system and the operational solutions for the implementation of the conceptual model, a simulation component which describes the model runs, the case studies and the choice of parameters as well as the data generative processes, and the analytical component which includes the analysis of the generated data.

It is a bottom-up model of political influence which studies the macro-level effects of the individual interaction mechanism in a simulated social environment consisting in multiple individual agents and their interpersonal relations. The dyadic interactions are described as discussions in the network and facilitate the political ideological influence process. The outcome of this process becomes observable by means of
simulations in the emergence of dynamic configurations of the interpersonal relations network proving various polarization degrees on different issues from the issues considered initially.

The model approaches old issues with advanced computational and simulation tools and suggests new perspectives. The model aims at explaining the ideology polarization by studying the emergent effects of the interaction mechanism. Two dimensions of study indicates that the authors approach old issue – homophily and heterophily (Merton and Lazarsfeld, 1954) in local interpersonal networks – with advanced computational and simulation methods, namely agent-based system.

The model investigates the outcomes of processes of dyadic discussions characterized by the homophily-heterophily dynamics and aims at providing answers to two research issues: ideological and social polarization.

The Ideological Landscapes Model developed by Lorenz (2014, other) is extremely relevant for one of the latest trends in Political Science modeling research, especially in ideology modeling research: the “systemic effects” (Lorenz, 2014), that is, the meso-, and macro-level effects of the interaction mechanisms employed by the models based on artificial life technologies of generating interactions amongst multiple individual agents, like the multi-agent systems (MAS), agent-based systems (ABS), and complex adaptive systems (CAS).

The model is relevant for it defines ideology as a structure of political attitudes. By generating the same type of data patterns by means of combining an agent-based system and a bounced confidence opinion dynamics model, the Ideological Landscapes Model is aimed at achieving outcomes which replicate the shape, type and structure of aggregated ideological preferences from the empirical data provided by European Social Survey (ESS).

The comparison between the two classes of data outcomes – empirical and generated – allows for the analysis of the quality and precision of the mechanisms and processes employed by the artificial systems used in the modeling. The systematic manipulation of the parameters in the simulations provides the chance to study the details of models’ design and architecture of mechanisms and processes.

The Ideological Landscapes Model is an agent-based model of ideological preference formation and change in populations of agents. Ideological landscapes are vectors of individual ideological positions in unidimensional ideological space.

From both theoretical and methodological perspectives, ideology modeling research has focused on cleavages which reflect a deep fragmentation of the domain: individual vs. social and spatial vs. non-spatial approaches (Homer-Dixon et al., 2013; Jost et al., 2009).

Cognitive Affinities Model (Homer-Dixon et al., 2013) is a computational model based on embedded neural and social networks which combines cognitive and affective aspects of political ideology. The model is aimed at applying the theory of complex systems to the modeling of ideology change. The conceptual framework approaches the dichotomies individual-group and cognitive-social such that an integrative solution is suggested. The integrative character of this solution resides in its capacity to bridge the gaps between the cleavages in modeling research on ideology formation and change phenomenology.

The theory underlying this model is based on Thagard’s cognitive theory of cognition (2006). The model employs specific concepts, theories and methodologies for combining several cognitive paradigms: Eliasmith’s theory on semantic pointers (2013).

2.7.7 (Since the early 1990s) Polity Modeling Research

Polity computational and simulation modeling research covers several classes of models: (1) the ethnical and nationalist insurgence polity model (Cederman and Girardin, 2007a, b), (2) the MASON RebeLand
Model (Cioffi-Revilla and Rouleau, 2010), (3) Polity Re-Construction Model (Sakamoto and Endo, 2015), and (4) Compartmental Model (Lang and DeSterck, 2012).

Open issues and concluding remarks address polity modeling in particular and political attitudes computational and simulation modeling in general. In the traditional computational modeling, polity modeling has been initially approached in the system dynamics paradigm with the aim of predicting state’s resilience to stress factors defined in terms of civil conflicts (Choucri et al., 2007; Choucri et al., 2005).

Agent-based as well as the artificial society-based models have been employed in the emergence studies of civil conflicts. Latest modeling developments combine agent-based simulations with geo-referenced (GIS) data about the territorial configurations and human and material resource distributions as decisive factors in the conflict dynamics. To this aim, structured approaches model the polity as a geographically situated entity characterized by a territory with specific border and neighboring conditions.

Hierarchical polity models have been developed and used in various studies of political violence, civil unrest, uprisings and rebellions, ethnical insurgency in various geopolitical regions or countries in Asia (Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, China), Eastern Europe (ex-Yugoslavia), Africa (Somalia, Sudan, Kenya, Eritrea, Ethiopia).

In the holistic models, polity is characterized by a territory with geography, topography, weather system and climate dynamics, resources and, eventually, with specific border and neighboring conditions. Holistic polity models allow the study of public policy emergence as governmental response to public issues. Besides traditional and current trends, ongoing polity modeling research aims in two more directions. One is the polity re-construction modeling, which addresses the post-confrontation and post-failure scenarios with the aim of building predictions over the state’s stability and resilience to stress factors, conflict resolution, and sustainable development. The other direction is polity structural modeling, which addresses the structural configurations, the structural components and their relationships, and the simulation of polity behavior in various emergent structural configurations.

In both directions, political attitude modeling, especially that related to the concepts of new media and people empowering, appears as a fundamental dimension of polity modeling in both territorial and non-territorial approaches. Relevant examples are the studies of the Arab Spring revolutions. Though rarely combined so far in integrative approaches, political attitudes along with political culture and polity modeling might soon converge toward a complexity-based model of the artificial polity. It is most probably one of the main targets that both polity and political attitude computational and simulation modeling are heading to.

2.8 Political Culture Theory and Modeling: Between Old View and New Pressures

After 1989, the Eastern European overall political picture has become the subject of research in several areas of Political Methodology concerning processes and phenomena associated with major political change, post-communist transition to democracy, consolidation of democracy and democratic institutions.

The Eastern European typology of processes have been compared to other types of transition phenomena concerning post-authoritarian experience of political regimes all over the world, from South-, and Latin America, to ex-Sovietic, and African countries. Confronted, on a comparative analytical basis, with all these studies, various Eastern Europe and ex-Sovietic post-communist phenomena of transition to democracy have nevertheless raised perplexities and gave rise to paradoxes which are still expecting a comprehensive theoretical explanation. The debates concentrated on major research paradigms addressing either the economic (in materialist sense) or cultural (in idealist sense) facets of major political and social change phenomena (Kennedy, 2002; Pollack, Jacobs, Muller and Pickel, 2003; Klingemann, Fuchs and Zielonka, 2006). In particular, the (political) culture theories have been revived and reinforced by the need to approach and explain democratization and Europeanization phenomena.
It is, by all means, the complexity of the domain which prevents the students of culture to reach a consensus with respect to its definition. However, it is not the complexity only which divides the scholars in this heterogeneous community, but rather their distant, sometimes divergent, often hard-to-scale or hard-to-generalize empirical outcomes and/or theoretical conclusions drawn from different research methodologies, levels of empirical investigation, or conceptual and experimental paradigms (Johnson, 2003). In spite of strong critics, and scarce confidence in its explanatory power however, political culture is periodically brought to the front by those in search for causes as well as effects whose meanings need more than economics or rational choice theory to be unraveled or which would otherwise remain hidden or poorly understood (Elkins and Simeon, 1979).

Eastern European typical transition to democracy processes revived the issue of political culture in order to find out possible explanations to puzzling phenomena like, for example, the return to authoritarian practices of the political elites in some EU-member countries, while their regimes were considered by the EU quite advanced in the process of democratic consolidation.

2.8.1 Theoretical Background

The debates on political culture addressing its explanatory power are fueled by the controversies concerning the definition of culture as either a "property of collectivity", or as a property of the individual agent (Elkins and Simeon, 1979) emphasizing both a theoretical and a methodological ambiguity maintained by distinct schools of thought. The controversy comes from the different theoretical backgrounds: while the former is inspired by anthropologist and sociologic theories, the latter is a sociological perspective on culture.

Advocates of the collectivity alternative as Bourdieu (1972), Geertz (1973a; 1973b), Inglehart (1990), Putnam (1993), or Huntington (1996), much inspired by Taylor's classical definition of culture (1871), are more concerned with anthropological and sociological perspectives on culture.

A second school of thought advocates an individual-based view of culture, like Conover and Searing (1994), Norrander and Jones (1996), McFalls (2001), who are generally inspired by classical works of Almond and Verba (1965) and Converse (1964), emphasizing a concern with social-psychological perspective on culture.

Conceptual controversies based on the dichotomy between ideatic (idealist) and economic (materialist) views of culture have generated also methodological controversies mainly focused on the methods of measurement and collection of empirical data. As much as the conceptual ones, the methodological disputes are opposing different views on the modeling methodologies. As explanatory conceptual tools, models have an explanatory power. A model is an abstract construction, usually replicating some real situation or object and it is based on concepts and their relationships. Conceptual modeling of political culture is based on two main methodologies: model-invariant and contingency-based modeling methodologies.

The former has been developed as nomothetic approach (Hempel, 1965). The latter has been used to apply the methodological individualism onto the construction of explanatory mechanisms of political processes and phenomena. Methodological individualism has been addressed as a background for theoretical approaches of culture as the complex outcome of individual agency. One of the best methodologies of modeling is represented by the agent-based systems, which implement a methodological individualism (Hedström and Svedberg, 1998; Hedström, 2005; Cederman, 2003). However, none of these methodologies have been employed for political culture modeling, especially for modeling the political phenomena characteristics to the post-communist Eastern European transition to democracy.
A third kind of approach on culture is the neo-cultural synthesis advocated by Mishler and Pollack (2003), Kubik (1994; 2012), and supported by other authors, like Sztompka (1993 a, b). This type of approach suggests that culture is a continuum between thick and thin aspects of culture, going even to “no culture” aspects. However, this modeling approach gives only a qualitative account on political culture change.

Lately, the research community, in particular, students of Eastern European post-communist political experiences seems to be divided on one more dimension: culture as a continuum advocated by the school of neo-cultural synthesis (Mishler and Pollack, 2003) challenges both the collectivity-, and the individual-based approaches by mixing them up in a continuum of cultural agency concept which associates to both societal and individual level of interactions.

Among the seven dimensions on which (political) culture is “poorly explicated” (Reisinger, 1995), the interaction between culture and polity highlights the instrumental role culture plays in the emergence and dynamics of political phenomena. Culture as a control mechanism (Geertz, 1973, p.87; Elkins and Simeon, 1979, p.129) concerns a societal perspective on how culture is defined.

### 2.8.2 Mechanics vs. Complexity of Political Change Mechanisms and Processes

Political change phenomena have often been described in terms of mechanisms and processes. While some authors adopt a mechanistic perspective over mechanisms and processes in politics (Tilly, 1995, 2001), others prefer a complexity-based, generative perspective (Cederman, 1997, 2003). The mechanics of contentious politics, to give but one famous example, has been defined in terms of mechanisms of three types: environmental, cognitive, and relational which are ordered in temporal sequences (temporal regularity patterns). Recurrent causal mechanisms and their temporal concatenation provide for the emergence of context-dependent, path-dependent processes (McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly, 2001).

### 3. Internal and External Pressures for a Modeling Paradigm Change

In this paper we denote by the term “internal pressures” the increasingly demanding influence the connected modeling research areas have on the emergence of a paradigm shift in the political attitudes computational and simulation modeling toward a unifying modeling approach. We denote by the term “external pressures” the conditioning of the political attitudes computational and simulation modeling research on the methodological and technological support developed in other research areas, like computer science, artificial intelligence or artificial life.

In their classic “A-B-C” structural definition, attitudes appear as a very complex combination of affect, beliefs, values, behaviors, information, knowledge as well as cognitive abilities. Looking almost like a “black box”, the attitude conceptual and operational definition has ever since been periodically revisited so as to embed new insights into its very nature. It is precisely this “complicated” nature which has strongly stimulated internal pressures toward the development of a unifying modeling approach, at least at the operational level.

Political attitudes could hardly be modeled without including at least some of the structural elements whose presence in a model would give an account on the political attitudes’ roots, like the associated political beliefs, values, norms or knowledge. Each of these elements is as complex as the political attitude itself. Research literature covers a huge list of modeling approaches developed separately. Though rarely developed as empirical models, very few or no unifying perspective appears in the long run in the computational and simulation modeling of political beliefs, political attitudes and political

---

2 A more detailed approach is provided in my new volume “Computational Modeling of Political Attitudes” (forthcoming).
behaviors. On the contrary, things seem to go toward separate narrow niche models for each such issue. It is therefore precisely this area which provides for the emergence of conceptual and methodological pressures toward unifying the separately developed computational and simulation modeling approaches on political attitudes and their structural components: affect, belief (ideology), value, behavior, norm or knowledge.

The actual and potential internal pressures for a paradigmatic change in political attitude modeling cover several dimensions.

One such dimension actually concerns basic characteristics of political attitudes. As political culture phenomena, political attitude change processes are recurrent recursive processes which affect the dynamics of the micro-macro political phenomena in a polity. As such, political attitude change phenomena provide for the missing link between macro-level and micro-level phenomena inside a polity. The modeling of this aspect is highly demanding due to the complexity of the issues. It definitely requires a new paradigm and a new technology of modeling complex systems like polities and political regime changes.

Another pressure appears from the more and more insistent comparison between Experimental Political Science and a nascent Computational Political Science: while the former has dominated Political Analysis for almost one century, achieving and consolidating a body of theory and methodology, the latter is still in search for defining appropriate concepts and methodologies. There are already in a strong position of conceptual and experimental developments the new computational disciplines like Computational Sociology, Computational economy or Computational Linguistics. Notwithstanding a strong impetus towards the emergence and development of technology-based disciplines in the humanistic, social and political science realms, Computational Political Science or at least Computational Political Culture remain as only potential evolutions in the long run.

Besides, computational political science should cover many of the other new disciplines arising from sometimes unexpected combinations of existing and desired technologies. One such example is the fast-developing Political Engineering research area (Reilly, 2003). Another one is the need to approach the issue of Big Data in politics (Tufekci, 2014), and also the issue of web technologies (Voinea and Schatten, 2015; Schatten et al., 2015; Ševa et al., 2016). This aspect points to the external pressures for a paradigm change in political attitudes computational and simulation modeling research.

External pressures address the interdisciplinary connections between political attitudes modeling and the computational and simulation modeling disciplines developed within various domains in computer sciences, in the sciences of the artificial, or in the network science, to give but few examples of those sciences which impact nowadays the development of modeling approaches in the humanities, social and political sciences. Political attitude change modeling combines theories and concepts from social and political science with concepts and theories from computer science, artificial life, and web technologies.

The external pressures develop on several dimensions: conceptual, methodology, and technology.

On the conceptual dimension, the paradigm change has been required and announced for long time already. At the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, David Laitin (1995, 1988) reminds us about the provisions of the classic political culture theory in comparison with new context-dependent approaches on political phenomena. In the same period of time, Charles Tilly (1995, 2001) explains why? and how? a new modeling paradigm would impact Political Methodology. Making reference to the concepts of “mechanism” and “process”, he opens a hot debate in both philosophy of science and political science: causality vs. complexity. Though anchored in the causal paradigm, Tilly develops the ideas of context-dependency, initial conditions and the recurrent and often recursive character of the political phenomena,
describing a strong tendency toward modeling their dynamic and complexity-based temporal as well as spatial evolutions.

The orientation toward the complexity-based approaches is strongly supported by other branches of political science research, namely the areas of international relations, political theory, conflict theory, and polity modeling studies, which starting with the early 1990s have introduced new modeling paradigms for explaining the macro emergence of complexity from the individual interactions of agents at the micro level of society. Debates on the mechanistic paradigms based on “mechanism”, and complexity concepts like “emergence” have divided the communities in several schools of thought (Cederman, 2005; Sawyer, 2002, 2004a, 2004b, 2005). Though extremely interesting and far from an end, these debates have emphasized two corresponding trends in the computational and simulation modeling of political attitudes research: one is based on classic theories of representation and provides support to artificial intelligence-based modeling approaches, while the other is based on the social simulation theories and experiments and provides support to the artificial autonomous agents-based modeling approaches, including the artificial society as well as the artificial polity issues (Voinea, 2013, 2014).

4. Research Questions to Be Answered

All these orientations, trends and developments have affected decisively the discussions on the modeling paradigm change by inducing a preference toward dynamic, complexity-based approaches. However strong they are (or promise to be), they have not produced visible effects so far in what regards the area of political culture modeling in spite of the undeniable advances in one of its sub-areas: political attitudes modeling. It is perhaps what shocks most in political culture theory: while there has not been developed a true operational theory to support it, the advances in one of its sub-areas, that is the political attitudes computational and simulation modeling research, have not been imported or assumed in any way.

Moreover, the “thick&thin” neo-synthesis introduced by Mishler and Pollack (2003) along with their culture continuum modeling approach requires a paradigm change which could bring support to this new and completely different view as it assumes a unifying modeling framework for all basic component of a (political) culture.

And this is not the only example: there are many others coming from the network developmental theories or from web-based modeling approaches of political attitudes, political culture and interaction.

The question right now is, therefore, not “if…”, but “when”! How long will it take to penetrate political culture modeling research and induce a paradigm shift?
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